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Abstract

This paper applies a virtual robot operating system (ROS) platform to concurrently perform the automatic map generation and appropriate path planning for robot navigation applications. The powerful ROS works as a self-constructed robotic facility to perfectly achieve the maps generation and robot localization functions. LiDAR dynamically scanned the required information from the outsides environment and matched the visual maps for reaching the best path coverage and predicting the accurate robot location. ROS-based GAZEBO plant with the flexible and friendly interface is taken to simultaneously imitate the robot environment. In the illustrated experiments, an efficient A* algorithm is approved to build the near optimal routing path within one second executing time. Hector SLAM technology is employed to automatically generate the robot maps for completing nonlinear and complexed navigation applications.
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1. Introduction

Due to its available modular architecture, robot operating system (ROS) is flexible for designing the specific software in the robot-based platform. The ROS essentially satisfies the perfect and simple communication framework to concurrently manage all processes. ROS is a favorable tool to support an efficient interface and functions module to handle all active jobs in different processes [1]. Based on the contributions of many ROS searchers, there are more software feasibilities in the robotic module, which have been appeared and successfully implemented in the past decade. Thus, their reorganized functions and reused abilities are highly improved in more robotic systems [2,3]. Recently, more and more practical functional modules are available open sources in all over the world. These goods proved that the developed resource will be validly accumulated to achieve the systematic software for people’s requirement and objective. ROS supplies people the unanimous and available communication unit to simplify the handling process for huge amount of data. ROS offers the efficacious design on the computational integrations of hardware/software applications. ROS brought the cross-cutting capability for designers to easily implement their thinking in various platforms.

There are various complex and nonlinear tasks appearing to be solved in our daily life. Several autonomous technologies have been taken in the past fewer years to achieve the self-location robot applications. In robot navigation, it is imminently catch the required space information, such as distance and orientation via a series of sensors in the case study. These technologies also records speed and angle of robot to estimate their poses and positions in the working space. In robot navigation application, it repeated these steps to reconstruct the environ-
ment maps. An intelligent mobile robot performs the great sensory perception in order to realize the autonomous information from the environment of applications. These objects’ data is continuously detected and tracked from different space sensors to actually decide robot’s next actions [4]. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is first introduced by Smith and Cheeseman in [5]. The SLAM is combined both IMU (inertial measurement units) and odometry information to improve the predictive accuracy of robot localization [6]. Robot development software for automatic application generally contains three important technologies (i.e. self-location, path plan and map deployment) to present spatial reality in search space. The visible ROS-based platform is proposed to pay the close attention to conveniently deploy the robot’s accurate position maps and make the more improvement on the best selection of path planning and accuracy localization. SLAM contained the great ability for mobile robot to simultaneously update the location and refine the path planning. The actual robot position and precise maps generations are considered to primarily approach into the goal. Therefore, the SLAM-based navigation robot system with the great localized abilities is an important technology to perfectly handle huge amount of space data [7,8].

Laser range finders are the most popular sensor and it is proposed in this study for achieving the high accuracy and fast reaction. The novel Hector SLAM is known the great matching technology with the high specifications rangefinder to get the consecutive scanning laser data. The required information approaches multi-resolution accuracy grid maps to predict the real robot position [9,10]. Due to the obvious advantage of laser sensory equipment, the SLAM is widely developed in real-life applications. The hardware-based particle filter through the low cost laser scanner is applied together to successfully implement the SLAM-based navigation applications in an uncertain environment [11].

LiDAR collected the spin-image data to create the 3D model with respective to the cooperation of multiple robots. A new three-dimensional feature is auto-generated with the reflection intensity of laser sensor to match the primary curve in the clouding point [12]. LiDAR keeps large scanning range to produce the available visual maps for achieving the full self-location of robot in an unknown environment. SLAM is favorable to complete the real-time robot navigation applications in the indoor scene even if it lost or unknown the necessary routing information in advance [13,14]. The method recovers the weakness of service robot to offer more great jobs in homestay. SLAM actually extended the scanning maps around the robot machine. Thus, the fully routing maps are increased through the maximal discovering area of mobile robot at the same time. Light detection and ranging sensors are known the most popular 3D scanned and a reconstructed machine to predict the global robot position in the ground environment [15].

Due to avoid obstacles and reduce execution time, the mobile robot determined the minimal routing path to lead it into the desired target based on the heuristic objective functions [16]. Path planning is known the most important topic in the application of mobile robot to optimize the shortest distance between the initial point and the last destination. The A* algorithm is applied to develop the adapt path planning in the direct of user-defined cost functions for approximating the desired navigation purpose [17]. A* algorithm is a family of graphic search algorithm, which suitably regulates heuristic cost functions to take the advantages of greedy search algorithm and uniform-cost search (Dijkstra algorithm) to minimize the total cost.

In this study, a brief presentation of the ROS platform and the embed gazebo simulator is shown in section 2. A designed architecture and the A* algorithm presents the path planning in section 3. In section 4, a simulation of the GAZEBO maps generations is shown at ROS platform. The conclusion and future research is illustrated in the final section.

2. Gazebo Simulator Design

Software simulator called Gazebo is regarded as a 3D platform. Robotics Research Lab of University at Southern California has firstly employed and conducted the plant to execute the approximated model [18]. Gazebo player works as the TCP type server through the network architecture. Gazebo player received sensor information from the mobile robot and sent the related control signal to guide the robot action. Gazebo simulates an environment plant to fit the boundary of object in the ma-
trix format of 2D dotted data. Gazebo creates its related outside environment to efficiently approach the target of Multi-Agent or complicated system design. Details are discussed in the follows.

2.1 Gazebo Architecture

In the design of Gazebo architecture, we flexibly create mass, speed, friction and all other physical properties of objects to match the physical conditions from the real world. For example, it contains different actions of push, pull, bump and grab, to simulate an accurate motion. Gazebo platform offered the powerful simulated capacity to guide the related robot motion for fitting various circumstances conditions.

Gazebo is created the virtual world in this simulation by rendering capabilities and dynamic analysis. That is, a real-time behavior is composed of the cascaded actions by forcing to the related joint parts of robot. Gazebo simulates the suitable force or torque in this moment to move objects or articular of robot for interactively acting with each other in the circumstances. The properties of robot models and control strategies must be properly set in advance to drive the virtual motion as the expected response in the real world. Gazebo plant perfectly simulates the dynamic feature from the produced robot models. This paper is focused on generating the training scene with the collected information of indoor space to enhance the reliability of robot motion.

Gazebo is considered as a software simulator which gives a favorable operation interface between the client and server nodes. Designer produces the modularity of actuator, sensors and other required self-made elements through Gazebo’s plant to configure the real robot module in the virtual plant. Figure 1 illustrates the detail Gazebo’s software module in the blocked diagram. This is an applicable communicated way through the graphic interface for user to conveniently manage a control signal and its response. The perfect module design way is suit to implement the real world functions in ROS simulator.

Gazebo contains the flexible technique to simulate the physical states of various robotic functions in the real-world, such as gravity, light source, etc. the Open Dynamics Engine is determined to detect the suitable outside conditions. For example, movement for robot’s joint, collision detection for object’s flying, rotating rate for object’s movement with respect to its different mass. OpenGL is working as a program library to support the conversion from 2D to 3D patterns. This study choices an OpenGL and its utility Toolkit GLUT to setup as the operator’s graphic interface. The OpenGL acts as the great property to plug-in an external module. Its own the higher stability to completely support the authentic display and realize its character. Even if the open dynamics engine needs the large computational resource, the model simulation is perfectly approached into the higher visibility with the slight graphic load.

2.2 Robot Operating System

Robot operating system (ROS) contains the flexible software platform to describe the complex robot feature and to control the robot’s behavior through the distributed packages in the computer-based architecture. ROS satisfies the essential resource integration ability which contains tools, libraries and the other embedded software module to approach the desired purpose. ROS works with the common developed tool to design the unify interface which perfectly manipulate all processes in all different jobs. ROS is a distributed computation machine to expend robotics function and conveniently composes all
the required sub-software within the easy communication interface. Based on user interface design, the more feasibility is appeared to manipulate software module. In addition, the reformed functions and repeated usability of ROS are highly recognized. Therefore, ROS is a powerful tool that it can regulate all computational resource to validly be accumulated for both human’s requirements and desired objectives of systematic software.

Due to the great support of ROS, it is comfortable in powering the wish of world’s robot. The unanimous and available communication module in ROS is available to simplify the processing of the complicated huge data. ROS efficiently offers resources integration on both hardware and software modules to achieve various applications. ROS owns the cross-cutting ability to easily construct the system architecture for fast implementing the required functions.

3. Maps Generation and Location Systems

3.1 System Architecture

The system architecture in three layers for the proposed stratagems of self-locations purposes are described by the block diagram of Figure 2. In this graphic, the mobile robot keeps running and continuously getting the outsides information from the environment sensors (i.e. odometer or other outside detected elements) for building the environment maps. This SLAM technologies embed in ROS is convenient to approach the self-localization purpose.

From the starting environments of sensors parts, it owns robot hardware parts (i.e. motor drive and sensors). This paper uses LIDAR and odometer as perceptive elements to detect the correct robot location. In strategy layer, the Hector SLAM is proposed to on-line generate the maps by extracting actually the trajectory feature of mobile robot. This way is directly control the robot plant into the desired location by utilizing the valid path planning and navigation maps. In communication Interface design, a web-based technology is fully developed a cross-platform for human to conveniently work in Windows, Linux or IOS platform. In this article, RViz is the powerful user-friendly interface with the graphic environment to handle the specific applications. RViz package is the great support for user’s data monitor to plot the related information response in ROS.

Hector SLAM system architecture is firstly developed by the Team Hector Darmstadt of Technische Universität Darmstadt. This system is based on the LIDAR to apply 2D SLAM algorithm and its core concept is used the Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) to estimate pose of robot in search space. The Hector SLAM with Occupancy Grid Map method is proposed to transform the robot position into a real environment. LIDAR-based mobile robot system always used the great Grid Map implementation to solve the navigation problem. Hector SLAM gathered only the scanning match of LIDAR position sensor to complete the 2D-based Grid Maps in this study.

3.2 Maps Generations Procedure

In procedure of maps generation, robot position must be converted into a numerical value to obtain the precise navigations. In order to approach this goal, the calculated location is directly inferred by the differential or interpolated way to completely determine the real position value. An image convergent-divergent display technology with the Bilinear Filtering method is applied to solve this problem in this paper. The real position value is fitting the distributed samples by the bilinear filtering method. It uses the nearest four positions of the estimated object and go on the following calculation to approach. Figure 3 shows an example of bilinear filtering method,
where $P_m$ is the approximated value to be converted as the continuous curve from any occupancy grid maps position [19].

The symbol of mapping position is assigned as $P_m$. The related position from the occupancy grid map is regarded as $M(P_m)$ and its gradient formula form being described by the following form:

$$M(P_m) \approx \frac{y-y_o}{y_1-y_0} \left( \frac{x-x_0}{x_1-x_0} M(P_{11}) + \frac{x_1-x}{x_1-x_0} M(P_{01}) \right)$$

(1)

where the bilinear filtering method choices these closest points $P_{00}, P_{01}, P_{10}$ and $P_{11}$ to approximate the $M(P_m)$ in this case. Derivatives for the specific coordinate $x$ and $y$ are separately obtained by the following two formulas:

$$\frac{\partial M}{\partial x} \approx \frac{y-y_o}{y_1-y_0} (M(P_{11}) - M(P_{01}))$$

(2)

$$\frac{\partial M}{\partial y} \approx \frac{x-x_0}{x_1-x_0} (M(P_{11}) - M(P_{01}))$$

(3)

Due to the recursively computation in the previous mathematic functions, all grided position will be gradually converted into the appropriated value. Laser scanner utilizes the transformed maps with the relation $\xi = (p_x, p_y, \psi)^T$ to extract the minimal error value $\xi^*$ into the estima-

tive end-points in any m-th data set by Eq. (4):

$$\xi^* = \arg \min \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{n} [1 - M(S_i(\xi))] \right\} = 1 \sim m$$

(4)

where $\xi^*$ is the minimal value through the operation of arg min. The $S_i(\xi)$ is regarded as the approximated function of $\xi$ to reach the best position at the ray end of $S(S_{i,x}, S_{i,y})^T$ in the world coordinates spaces.

Therefore, robot position is described by formulas (5) of the world coordinates spaces.

$$S_i(\xi) = \left( \begin{array}{c} \cos(\psi) \\ \sin(\psi) \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} S_{i,x} \\ S_{i,y} \end{array} \right) + \left( \begin{array}{c} p_x \\ p_y \end{array} \right)$$

(5)

After assigning $S_i(\xi)$ into function $M(S_i(\xi))$, its related occupancy grid map is determined to obtain the best evaluated error $\Delta \xi$ by the following formulas. This procedure reaches the minimal error value by satisfying the conditions of (6).

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} [1 - M(S_i(\xi + \Delta \xi))]^2 \to 0$$

(6)

Several steps are repeated to approach the desired targets by Gauss-network concept for seeking the minimal error value of Eq. (9). The Gauss-network approximation is applied to solve the minimal cost function $\Delta \xi$ problem. Formula is defined by Eq. (7),

$$\Delta \xi = H^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \right]^T [1 - M(S_i(\xi))]$$

(7)

In this study, the first order of Taylor series is selected and expanded its value at nodes $M(S_i(\xi + \Delta \xi))$ by the following equation:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ 1 - M(S_i(\xi)) - \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \Delta \xi \right]^2 \to 0$$

(8)

The partial differentiation is directly taken into the previous formulas to approximate the desired zero purpose.

$$2 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \right]^T [1 - M(S_i(\xi)) - \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \Delta \xi] = 0$$

(9)

The Gauss-network approximates the minimal cost
function of $\Delta \xi$ by the formula 10:

$$\Delta \xi = H^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \right]^T \left[ I - M(S_i(\xi)) \right]$$ \quad (10)$$

In this paper, Hessian matrix $H$ is defined by Eq. (11) and $\nabla M(S_i(\xi))$ is deployed in here to obtain the derivative of $S_i(\xi)$ in the matrix form of formula (12)

$$H = \left[ \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \right]^T \left[ \nabla M(S_i(\xi)) \frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} \right]$$ \quad (11)$$

$$\frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & -\sin(\phi)S_{1,x} - \cos(\phi)S_{1,y} \\ 0 & 1 & \cos(\phi)S_{1,x} - \sin(\phi)S_{1,y} \end{bmatrix}$$ \quad (12)$$

We utilize $\nabla M(S_i(\xi))$ and $\frac{\partial S_i(\xi)}{\partial \xi}$ to get the minimal value of $\Delta \xi$, which approaches toward the best matching position between the Laser scanning points and a real weights maps.

### 3.3 The A*-based Location Approximations System

In order to direct the mobile robot into the desired goal, the A*-based learning algorithm is the great ideal to resolve the crucial location approximation problems.

A* algorithm likes a graph search in navigation application. A* algorithm usually deployed an exhaustive cost function to find the least-cost of summation length from the start node to the goal [20]. This A* algorithm is widely used to extract the minimal distance of path plaining. The SLAN is a space navigation technology for mobile robot location approximations. The performance evaluated function is derived by the following heuristic cost Equation (13):

$$F(N) = G(N) + H(N)$$ \quad (13)$$

$F(N)$ is the distance summation of path-cost function $G(N)$ and heuristic function $H(N)$. $G(N)$ gets the total length from the start node to the current position. $H(N)$ is called the momentarily estimated length cost from the current node to the target position. The optimal path selection cumulates the total length for each visiting node in a traveling cycle. The navigation procedure estimates the smallest traveling path in the step by step way. Pseudo code of A* algorithm with the evaluated function [21,22] is illustrated as follows:

**Figure 4.** Pseudo code of A* algorithm.

N$_{init}$ and N$_{goal}$ are navigation initial position and final target, respectively. Dist is a measured function to denote the length cost between two nodes. N" is a every possible travel node. No" and Nn" are denoted as the old and new visiting nodes, respectively. N* is considered as the best node N* list.

Based on previous explanation of A* algorithm. The flow diagram of A* based location approximations system design is described as follows:

**Figure 5.** A*-based location approximations flowchart.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show exploration of path planning cases by the A* algorithm. The blue, red and black circle positions are individually assigned as start, path and goal, where white area is free area and black rectangle is wall. In illustrated simulations, the near optimal total length for Figure 6 case is 192.873. The other summation length for the best exploration of A* algorithm in Figure 7 is 492.979. These two simulations present that A* algorithm can efficiently find the near optimal path within 30 seconds.

4. ROS-based Gazebo Simulations

This study completes several simulations through the Gazebo platform. We utilizes Husky a200 robot as an experimental hardware to implement its work [23]. Husky a200 is differential motion type robot. Laser rangefinder is mounted on the above robot plant. Figure 8 shows the indoor environment simulation by Gazebo software.

![Figure 8. Husky a200 simulations in indoor environment by Gazebo software.](image)
These physics parameters for Husky a200 in Gazebo platform almost approximate the real world conditions. There are summarized in the list of Table 1.

RViz graphical interface is the friendly tool in ROS to transform the topic’s data into the related graph in Figure 9. This way supports user to conveniently view the result by the powerful stratagem of human thinking. All recorders for Robot, laser scanning nodes, roads and trajectory states are successfully accessed from the Topic. Therefore, such favorable information is drawn in this simulation plant. The simulated system keeps an on-line data updated ability to support the big amount of assistance in the developed software plant.

The maps generations of navigation environments are firstly proposed to determine the path planning in mobile robot experiments. The maps are gradually created to direct that the mobile robot not only smoothly moves but also appropriately explores every visited space. The novel technology of Hector SLAM extracts the known environment information to reach the desired goal. Much more information is collected from the outsides to achieve the best accurate navigation applications. Figure 10 presents Hector SLAM generation maps with the resolution 5 cm/cell. This simulation shows that the ROS-based simulator offers the great support for designer to develop various robotic software services. This virtualization simulator contains the higher reusable abilities to excellently approach the desired goal by the primary regulation in various parameters. Figure 11 shows an experimental simulation case for robot navigations. This experiment completes the whole navigation scenes, which include coordinates maps and laser scanning area within 5 minutes.

The mobile robot uses Hector SLAM technology to concurrently build maps from initial (0, 0) to seven middle positions. Figure 12 shows a navigation experiment from the whole environment. Simulation results include coordinates, maps and laser scanning area in the % unit. Figure 12(a) presents initial position (0, 0) and its scanning area about 30%. Figure 12(b) presents that robot now moves into position (1.0, -0.60) and its scanning area is about 60.95%. Figure 12(c) shows robot’s position at (1.5, 2.0) and its scanning area reaches about 71%. Figure 12(d) shows that the mobile robot is going into the

### Table 1. Husky a200 physics condition list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>987<em>570</em>247 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>50 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The most high speed</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9. Example of Rviz interface in ROS plant.](image)

![Figure 10. An generated maps with Hector SLAM.](image)

![Figure 11. An 2D maps generation in the navigation experiment.](image)

![Figure 12. (a) (0, 0) about 30%. (b) (1.0, -0.60) about 60.95%. (c) (1.5, 2.0) about 71%. (d) (-1.5, 5.0) about 71.92%. (e) (_2.0, 13) about 72.74%. (f) (-1.5, 14) about 75.28%. (g) (3.0, 14) about 78.87%. (h) (1.2, -3.2) about 90.36%.](image)
position (-1.5, 5.0) and its scanning area about 71.92%. Figure 12(e) and Figure 12(f) are individually shown that robot positions are reaching at (-2.0, 13) and (-1.5, 14). Their scanning areas will increase to 72.74% and 75.28%, respectively. In Figure 10(g), the robot stands at (3.0, 14) location and its scanning area is about 78.87%. Finally, Figure 12(h) shows that the mobile robot goes into (1.2, -3.2) position and it can get the great 90.36% scanning area. Total time cost is not over 5 minutes for this simulation after reaching the 90% scanning area.

The laser rangefinder is mounted on the front of robot head, its scanning range is between $-135^\circ$ and $135^\circ$. The mobile robot turns direction into the other rear or far way, and travels its plant into different area for exploring the overall space maps. This study follows an anticlockwise way to rotate robot direction. Left half side part with the higher priority is firstly explored, and then robot goes through the right side to discovery the other space in an unexpected environment. Figure 13 shows coverage and accuracy navigations of two dimensional maps generation and robot's trajectory after completing the space exploration.

5. Concluding and Future Works

This paper develops a self-path-planning by A* algorithm. Robot concurrently generates maps and its location with the SLAM technology. This study is performed to apply in mobile robot navigation applications even if in an unknown environment. This strategy combines the grid occupancy type maps generation and A* algorithm with heuristic function approach to complete applications of the self-path planning, map generation and robot navigation through the ROS-based GAZEBO simulator. In our implementations, the Hector SLAM system works with only one laser rangefinder to automatically generate maps and determine its localization in an unknown environment. Our future works are that the ROS-based simulator owns the higher reusability and support the efficient navigation technique to implement the actual applications of smart home robot.
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